
Invitation Documents for making the offer for “Explanations to the Tender” 
storage of 3 000 tonnes of delegated Jet A-1 30.11.2022 
 

Explanations to the Tender 
 
Only attached Bid Forms (version 06/2007) may to be used. 
 
All offers (incl. Agreement for the Delegated Liquid Fuel Stocks and annexes to it) have to be completed and 
submitted at the latest by 20.12.2022, 23:59 h (local Estonian time). Bids shall be received by Procurer by this 
time. The offer has to be delivered by e-mail (in .pdf format) to tender@espa.ee  

 
Your bids are binding until and including 31.12.2022 bidding ends.  
 
Belated or non-corresponding offers or offers lacking essential information cannot be considered. 
 
Procurer can contact bidding party only in case of doubt after opening Bids, to clarify matters. 
 
The sole base for all bids is the unchanged contract forms you received from Procurer. Otherwise based offers 
or additional offers are not permitted and need not be considered. Please do not enclose calibration-
certificates with your offer. 
 
The Agreement for the Delegated Liquid Fuel Stocks are to be handed in once– also when submitting more 
than one offer – also when this agreement (except the version 06/2007) with Procurer already exist. 
 
In case you offer delegated volumes (“tickets”) in various locations, you need to submit Single Delegation 
Contract incl. annex A and B for each Storage Facility. 
 
Participation in the tender is not allowed for companies domiciled in the Russian Federation or the Republic 
of Belarus. 
Procurer rejects the tender if awarding the public contract based on that tender would violate an international 
sanction within the meaning of the International Sanctions Act. 
 
As part of the tender, it is forbidden to offer fuel which has been produced using crude oil or any other raw 
material which originates or has been processed in Russia or Belarus.  
 
You can request bid forms to be sent to you or download those from the “Tenders” section on our web site: 
www.espa.ee 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information. 
 
 
Estonian Stockpiling Agency 
Mr. Priit Enok, Tel. +372 66 00 901 (priit.enok@espa.ee) 
Mrs. Gea Tiits, Tel. +372 66 00 900 (gea.tiits@espa.ee) 
 


